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NFI and Emergency Shelter 

DISTRIBUTION REPORT 
 

Report Date*:28/01/2019 
(The report when it submitted to cluster)  

Distribution Date(s):  
22-23/01/2019 

Alert Date*: 23/11/2018 at ICWG 
Wau 
(The date you received information about this 
caseload) 
 

Assessment/Verification Date*: 
28/11/2018 -17/12/2018 
(The date when the assessment/verification 
carried out) 
 

Pipeline Request Number*: Wau-IOM-Wau-R-0180 
 

 
Waybill Number*:2374 
(Please attach the waybill) 

 
Distribution Location Information 

State* Western Bahr el Ghazal 

County* Wau 

Payam* Bazia 

Exact location/Boma* Bazia 

GPS Coordinates • Latitude: N07⁰ 04′ 10. 63″            Longitude: E027⁰ 55′ 37. 32″ 

Site/settlement Type* PoC ☐ Collective Centres  ☐ Others (specify) Spontaneous settlement  ☒ 

Displacement Type* Conflict affected ☒ Disaster affected ☐ Other (Specify) _____________ ☐ 

 
Distribution Team Details 

Name Agency Title Contact (email, mobile, sat-phone)  

Isaac Phelegon IOM S-NFI Operations 
Assistant  

iphelegon@iom.int 

 Justin Saninve IOM S-NFI Operations 
Assistant 

jsaninve@iom.int 

 Emmanuel P Simon ACTED Project Officer wau.distributionofficer@acted.org 

 Moses Peter CARITAS Emergency 
coordinator 

mozegaso@gmail.com 

Dominic Baptist WOSS Director Worldorphans2018@gmail.com 

 

 
Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Population and Support Type 
(please provide ONLY actual data collected from the distribution list, not estimations)  

NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI) 

Population 
Type*:  

 

 

New IDPs ☒_40 %, Protracted IDPs ☐ ______%, Returnees ☐ ________%,  
 

Host Communities ☒ _60___%,  Others (specify)_________  ☐ _______% 
 

HOUSEHOLDS INDIVIDUALS 

Total 
Households 

Assisted 

TOTAL 0 – 18 years 19 – 59 years 60 + years Vulnerability 
(total) 

M F M F M F M F 
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1,440 3,202 4,738 1,641 2,187 1,364 2,307 197 244  

EMERGENCY SHELTER 

Population 
Type*:  

 

 

New IDPs ☐______ %,  Protracted IDPs ☐ ______%, Returnees ☐ _______%, 
 

Host Communities ☐ _______% Others (specify)________  ☐ _______% 
 

HOUSEHOLDS INDIVIDUALS 

Total 
Households 

Assisted 

TOTAL 0 – 18 years 19 – 59 years 60 + years Vulnerability 
(total) 

M F M F M F M F 

          

 
 
Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Location 
If the distribution took place in multiple locations and/or the beneficiaries had multiple places of origin, please 
complete this table indicating the number of beneficiaries per location and/or place of origin.  

Payam Boma Households Individuals 

Bazia Bazia 480 Total 
 

2,880 

Total Female             1,719 

Total male          1,161 

Bazia  Tirgaa  334 Total 
 

1,904 

Total Female   1,192 

Total Male 712 

Bazia                 Majur  331 Total 
 

1786 

Total Female                987 

Total Male                799 

Bazia              Bar- Tomburo  171 Total 
 

826 

Total Female  508 

Total Male  318 

Bazia       Nagero outside POC  124 Total 
 

544 

Total Female  332 

Total Male  212 

 
Stock Distributed 

Procuring organization and 
warehouse from which stock was 
sourced 

IOM S-NFI Core Pipeline Wau- Warehouse 

Quantity of each item distributed 
per household 

- specify variations by household size 

1. Kitchen set - Half set 5. Plastic Sheet – 1 pc 

2. Blanket -1 pc  

3. Kanga -2 pcs  
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4. Sleeping mat 1 pc  

Total quantity of each item 
distributed in the response  

1. Kitchen set – 720 set 5. Plastic Sheet – 1,440 pcs 

2. Blanket - 1,440 pcs  

3. Kanga - 2,880 pcs  

4. Sleeping mat - 1,440 pcs  

If the quantity of the distributed items is different with what was requested, please explain here. 
 

Type of Item Originating Items  Style/Version # Size Colour Other 

1. Kitchen Set IOM N/A  Grey Pipeline standard  

2. Blanket IOM N/A  Grey Pipeline standard  

3. Kanga IOM N/A  Multiple  Pipeline standard  

4. Sleeping Mat IOM N/A  Multiple Pipeline standard  

5. Plastic Sheet IOM N/A 6×4 m White Pipeline standard  

Summary of Distribution 
- Where was the distribution held and how was it organised? 
- What and how were beneficiaries informed? 
- How was equal access ensured for men, women, girls and boys? 
- How was order maintained during the distribution? 
- How was APP mainstreaming activities implemented during the distribution (please refer to the distribution 
checklist) 

The S-NFI distribution conducted by IOM, ACTED and Caritas, followed the verification done on 17th December 
2018. Through consultation with local authority on ground, the distribution was delayed up to January,  because 
during Christmas staffs and  key personnel from local authority were not available, coupled with beneficiaries 
movement to visit relatives. 
  
The distribution was held in Bazia centre where WFP and other Agencies do their distribution and has been 
organized directly by the responding agencies IOM, ACTED and CARITAS, in coordination with the local authorities 
and community leaders. Beneficiaries were informed through committee, which was formed by the community to 
carry out mobilization and messaging about the distribution. This committee was comprised of 10 members with 
at least 2 from each Boma, the idea was initiated so that information about distribution was well communicated 
to the beneficiaries. Committee was briefed few days before the distribution, by partners, on the message to be 
passed and who were the targeted beneficiaries. Information communicated were: items to be distributed, reason 
for distributing those items, who are the beneficiaries, location of the distribution, date of the distribution, content 
of the items. During session with the committee, IOM team explained them how to use items and their usefulness 
to the community and ask them to pass also this information days before the distribution. 
A committee was formed since the mobilization time until the distribution phase and the monitoring, as lesson 
learnt from previous distribution conducted by IOM, where it was recommended to formed committee since the 
begin of the interventions 
 
Beneficiaries were assembled and lined up based on their bomas, in order to be registered before receiving items. 
Young boys and young girls who were representing their parents as headed of household were given priority 
alongside pregnant, lactating, people with disabilities and elderly. 
 
Maintaining the order was a collective responsibility of both humanitarian staffs and local authorities couple to 
effective process of the distribution which made it more organize. There were five sections during the process of 
distribution: first point was a place where beneficiaries queue up to wait for their turn; second point was screening 
point where the beneficiaries presented their token, thumb print against their names and signed off; third point 
was distribution area which was two minutes’ walk far from screening point; fourth point was compliant desk 
where those who had matters of concern could present them to be addressed by the staff and chiefs; fifth point 
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was the Rapid Monitoring, where the team interviewed the beneficiaries to get their comments on the distribution 
process and items distributed. 
 
AAP mainstreaming 
 
Upon arrival, the team managed to speak to both local and high authority to inform them about the intervention 
modality and planned the distribution with community leaders. Beneficiaries were asked to turn up during 
distribution date at the distribution centre through community leaders and community mobilizers. Community 
leaders were informed by the team about the distribution date and plan four days before. At the distribution site 
beneficiaries could sit in a shaded area before distribution start. Beneficiaries were given demonstration and 
explanation on the use of items by the staffs and told not to misuse the items.  Protection partner was given task 
to identify the most vulnerable and priority was given to them. The team took time to listen to beneficiaries’ 
views/concerns regarding any threat after or during distribution. The team answered some questions from 
beneficiaries at the complaint desk: those given token and could  not make it at the side how could they get the 
items?  People who lost their token and had already explain to chief? And those who were not given token? 
Community was answered that those who have tokens and could not make it to the side should send the able 
persons who will collect the items on their behave, while people who lost their token should wait until people with 
token got finished then they will be attended to. People without token were told that S-NFI team used targeting 
criteria where the most vulnerable from the community was targeted not everybody.  Team recruited casual 
workers form each boma/village targeted during distribution. Enumerators were trained on how to check names 
of the beneficiaries and make them signed before receiving NFIs. The team asked both international and local 
NGOs who operates in the area whether any of them have registered IDPs or have any update about IDPs in these 
affected areas before distribution. The team exchanged telephone numbers and email address with international 
and local NGOs who participated during distribution and asked them to be informed in case there is any issue 
regarding distribution process or NFIs distributed. The team took some time to review AAP and rapid monitoring 
tools and select specific questions, which are to be asked during distributions. Vulnerable (elderly, PLW, Disables) 
were supported by the causal workers to carry items and put them in a safe place. The distribution site set up was 
done in the evening before distribution date, early in the morning flag and banners were put and both the staffs 
and causal workers were dressed in uniform (visibility). During distribution date Rapid Monitoring was conducted 
by IOM and Caritas staff. Debriefing was done at the end of distribution day with all organizations members and 
local authority who participated in the distribution. 
 

What actors were involved in the decision-making regarding the distribution process? 
-Explain what role the following people had in the process: local authorities, partners, humanitarian officers, 
volunteers, beneficiaries, etc. 

IOM and ACTED  as lead agencies in the intervention took the responsibilities of hiring casual workers to offload 
the items from the trucks, arranging the items, split kitchen sets; guard the items at the distribution site and 
accommodation where staffs and organization assets were kept; crowd controllers who helped in maintaining 
order in the whole exercise; enumerators to verify the beneficiaries to confirm their personalities and ownership 
of the token and sign against their name on the list, before proceeding to the distribution point. 
 
Other humanitarian agencies: 
CARITAS, as a partner helped the team in items displaying, Rapid Monitoring and address complaints; WOSS as 
child protection partner, helped in identifying the most vulnerable from beneficiaries to be given priority during 
distribution. 
 
Head chief and Payam administrator have played an important role from the time of assessment, verification and 
issuing out tokens to the targeted beneficiaries and during the distribution exercise. They were very supportive in 
coordinating the team with the beneficiaries and security from the government to ensure safety of the staffs, 
beneficiaries and assets were in place and granted. Payam administrator and Head chiefs were always present on 
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the ground with the team during meetings and during the time of the distribution handling complains raised by 
beneficiaries and addressed them together with the team. 
 

Changes from assessment recommendations 
-If there were any changes to the original plan, please explain what changes occurred and why they were 
necessary. This including reason of difference of the number of HHs targeted and receiving the items, and actions 
taken if there are remaining items after the distribution. 

Distribution was to be immediately one week after verification, but due to lack of staffs and other key personnel 
from the local authority (sub- chiefs) during festive season, with some people from the community travelling to 
visit their relatives, it was agreed to be pushed the distribution to January when everybody was back on duty.    
 

Targeting criteria 
-Who finally received and why? Did the group to be targeted change in any way between the initial assessment 
and those who received on distribution day? 

Only those beneficiaries identified as conflict-affected IDPs by IOM during verification and who received token 
were entitled to receive NFIs. Target criteria remains the same defined during the assessment: IDPs affected by 
the conflict from neighbouring counties, payams and not cantered at the POC in Bazia and most vulnerable from 
host community affected by the clashes were targeted.  

Challenges and lessons learned 
-Did you face any major challenges, and/or learn any useful lessons? 

Messaging/information need to be passed 4 to 5 days ahead of the distribution date through distribution 
committee members, to disseminate the date, location, time and items to be received. During distribution date, 
all the exact number turn up with no item left behind. 
Lesson learnt from a previous distribution was to use only one token for beneficiaries of both S/NFI and WASH 
NFI to avoid confusion and duplication during distribution.  
Community engagement 4-5 days in advance and since the assessment phase is crucial for the success of next 
mission. 
 

Recommended next steps 
-Should any further action be taken in the area by the Shelter and NFI Cluster, or other actors? 

S/NFI teams need to monitor the situation because according to paramount chief more returnees are now 
returning from Wau back to their places in Bazia. 
 

Rapid Monitoring and Safety Audit 
-Refer to Rapid Monitoring and Safety Audit tools 

The Rapid Monitoring team was composed by IOM S-NFI Assistant and CARITAS Field Coordinator, 10 
beneficiaries were interviewed to seek their feedback about the entire distribution process. Interviews were 
conducted in the start, mid and final hours of the distribution for one day and half. 
Below are the key findings of the rapid monitoring: 

1. Interviewed beneficiaries were very satisfied with the identification and distribution process where PSN 
were given priority with separate line, beneficiaries organised based on bomas with their chiefs and 
crowd controllers maintaining the line. 

2. Location of the distribution site was safe and accessible to majority of the respondents with enough 
shade (tree) and bore hole with clean water. 

3. The people with special needs who could not travel to the distribution site due to long travel were 
represented by their relatives and through chiefs and distribution committee their items were handed 
over.  

4. Torch came out as one of the most urgent needed items, apart from the items distributed. 
5. All interviewed beneficiaries shared that they had information about the items before coming to the 

distribution site.  Local chief and community (distribution) committee were engaged to disseminate 
information regarding distribution date, time and location. 
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6. There was no complaint about the behaviour of the distribution staff.  The staff assisted beneficiaries 
properly and the entire process was well organized. There were separated desks for each Boma. 

7. The beneficiaries had no knowledge of the CFM desk but informed by the team that there was CFM for 
any beneficiary who had complaint.  

8. Information at the site were receiving through local chiefs and mobilizers with megaphone which could 
make the whole process effective. 

 
Safety Audit:  

9.  team conducted Safety Audit during verification with community, to understand safety of the staffs and 
beneficiaries during distribution. 
 

Complaint Desk: 
10. Three (3) headed Household reported the case of their token being burnt in the house at the complaint 

desk. The cases were addressed by allowing the ones having token to be served first, if there will be 
some item left, then their issue will be solved. Indeed, three household items were left, after thoroughly 
investigation with the help of their respective chiefs and the team, and they received the remaining 
items.  

 
Distribution was conducted for 1 day and half starts around 8.30 am, to 4:30 pm on the first day and 8:30 to 11 
am on the second day.  All the beneficiaries turned up on the first day, but because of time, 961 HHs were 
served, while 479 HHs were served on the second day.  It was joint distribution with the content of Shelter and 
WASH NFIs. 

Anecdotes, Stories, Photos 
-Please share any interesting or illustrative stories of people’s experiences, responses, and needs; and photos 

 

  
IOM and ACTED staff explaining                                       IOM and Causal workers arranging the Items                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
The content of the Items before Distribution Starts 
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IOM staff conducting Rapid Monitoring and receiving of items during distribution  
 
 

 

Please submit your report to: scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com 
Thank you! 

 

 

mailto:scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com
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